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Date: 2019/10/12 ■Place: Nobeoka City, Miyazaki Prefecture
Description: Nobeoka Tengaichi Takigi Noh Theatre uses noh masks that were handed down 

from the Naito Family, the family of feudal lords that once ruled Nobeoka. The masks were made by 
craftsmen who were some of the best in the world at their trade. Some of the finest actors from the 
world of noh will perform, providing a premier experience of Japanese noh theatre.

 Station: JR Nobeoka Station
Getting to the venue: 6 

minutes by bus from the nearest 
station

Official website/social media: 
Available（3 languages）

Attendees: Around 13,000 
people

 Local attractions:

INFORMATION

Experience program
Experience program name: Nobeoka Noh Experience Accommodation Plan

 Watch noh theatre by firelight with an English guide and spend 
the night in Nobeoka with this package. There is also an 
optional Nobeoka nature experience the following day.

Selling Points
 Watch noh theatre by firelight from 

stands reserved especially for overseas 
visitors

 An English-speaking guide explains key 
points before the performance

 Participants can spend the night in 
Nobeoka City and enjoy Nobeoka's
beautiful nature the next day
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 Inquiries and reservations
TEL:ー Ｅmail: info@nobe-star.com

 Payment method
①Payments are made online via travel agents

 Cancellation fee
①According to the cancellation policy of Himuka Kando Taiken World

 Selling price: ¥11,200 (premium 
seats + guide)

 Capacity 10 people

Memo
The minshuku (guesthouse) accommodation, 
minshuku experience and the nature 
experience the following day are optional 
extras.
Participants can opt to join a nature program 
in Nobeoka the next day (separate fee applies).

Schedule
 Watch noh theatre by firelight
 An English-speaking guide explains the 

general story before the performance
 Participants watch the performance 

from premium seats
 Minshuku (guesthouse) experience
 Accommodation: A minshuku

belonging to the Nobeoka Furusato
Tourism Council

 Participants can enjoy a special 
experience at the minshuku, such as 
cooking in a temple or learning Zen 
meditation
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